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Lieske: Principles of Counseling

Principles of Counseling
By

HENRY L. LIESKE •

counseling is currently receiving much greater emphasis in the seminary curriculum than was the case a decade
or two ago. This does not mean that effective pasroral counseling has been carried on only recently. Throughout the ages the
"cure," or care, of souls has been a matter of vital concern to the
Cllurch and its pastors. McNeill in his A HiJtory of 1ht1 Ctm: of
Souls summarizes it like this:
The cure of souls has been a vast historic enterprise. . . . The
physician of souls has nor taken his duties lightly. . . . Deeply
conscious of their limitations, bur sustained by high faith and
heroic devotion, countless members of our race have spent themselves in this spiritual service to damaged or endangered souls.1

P

ASTORAL

Gladly granting this, we may, however, have to agree with
Bergsten in his Pastoral Ps,,cholog1 when after uacing the development of pastoral care through the centuries, and charaaerizing the
specific emphases in this field in the days of primitive Christianity,
the early Christian Church, the Roman Catholic Church of the
Middle Ages, the Reformation era, post-Reformation Lutheranism,
and in Reformed circles, he finds it necessary to conclude (p.41):
"It can hardly be said that the care of souls has hitherto been
undertaken methodically; no special methods of treatment have
been described or taught." 2
The difference between the past and today, as I sec it, is that
today there can be a much larger number of helpful pastoral counselors. Besides those who intuitively have a "feel" for counseling,
• During rhe summer of 1952 rhe Board for Parish Educarion of rhe Cen•
ual Disuia conduaed a workshop on "Pasroral Counseling," discussing such
problems as "The Narure aod Pormarion of Personalir:y"; "General Types of
Personalir:y Problems"; "Measuring Personaliry Traits wirh rhe Johnson Temperamenr Analysis Tesr." The following pages conrain in condensed and rewrinen form rhe marerial prcsenred
by rhe ar rhis ,i,'Orkshop
llev. Henry L
Lieske on '"Principles of Counseling,'
" emphasizing
rhc underlying principles
common to all fields of counseling and rhcn endcavorinB ro rclare rhcse ro rhc
special field of pasroral counseling. The author graduared from Concordia
Seminary in 1935 wirh rhe B. D. degree and has held pasrorares in rhe Cenual
Disrria of rhe Missouri Synod. - Eo. COM.
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or those to whom it comes quite naturally, many others, who would
have just gone on blundering through, can learn to counsel 'Ibeir
ministry can be enriched by what these twin fields have to offer.
And they to whom counseling comes very naturally can render the
additional service of formulating the l:lws and principles operathe
in effective pastoral counseling and of handing down as a beritase
the elements of the process by which people are most efeaively
helped.
l. CoUNSELING IN GBNBRAL
We can catalog and study the principles operative in human
behavior and fix the "locus" underlying human behavior and
describe the deep emotional con6icts and personality disturbances
resulting in complexes, neuroses, and psychoses.
Let us assume a person in emotional disuess, recognized or per·
haps not recognized by him as an emotional conflict. let us further
assume that you have such a correct and thorough understanding
of the "dynamics of human behavior" that you can rather quickly
explain that person's behavior to him, show him what he is doing,
why he is doing it, and how it is actually operating to cause his
present distresses. It might seem that all one would need to do is
to be able to say with accuracy: "Here's the analysis, here's the explanation. There now, now you'll be all right!" But that is nor
pastoral counseling and does not help the patient. Here is a person
who is ill in his soul because, instead of facing things squarely,
he consistently engages in "Bight," always "withdrawing" and
running away and leaving things unsolved; another blots himself
out with alcohol; another docs not realize that his headaches, or
heart reaction, or indigestion, or blindness, or limp arm, are nor
caused
originally by organic factors, but are psychosomatic illnesses;
yet another has seething in him a deep inner rage that makes him
bristle with hostility, not knowing that his inner rage may be dated
back to hostility against his parents and sisters and brothers.
It would seem that the counselor could help such people by merely
explaining to them their withdrawing behavior, their psychosomatic
pattern, the roots of their hostility and inner rage, and the nonproblem-solving nature of their resort to alcohol. Btd ii is nol
fflOugh mr,•l1 lo e,q,lain their hehavior to them, co"•'' .s 1t1eh
•xfllan111ion fflllJ h•. I quote from Rogers' Counseling and Ps1eho1herllf)y:
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol24/iss1/60
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As clinical counselors learned to understand more adequately the
faaors which underlie behavior and the causes of specific behavior
p:merns, they tended to make moremore
a.nd adequate diagnoses
of individual situations. Then came the natural mistake of assuming that treatment was merely diagnosis in reverse, that all th:it
was needed to help the individual was to explain to him the causes
of his behavior. There was a naive faith that this intellectual explanation of the difficulty would result in changed attitudes and
feelings. . . . However, interpretation, no matter how accurate, has
value only to the extent that it is accepted and assimilated by the
client. It has come to be recognized that we do not change the
client"s behavior very effectively simply by giving him an intellectual picture of his patterning, no matter how accurate.:'
Counseling is more than that. It is the process to aid the human
being in his soul distresses, to enable him to gee an insight himself
into what he is doing, to sec and accept this, and then to bring
about enough major or minor alterations in his personality make-up
that things that have been a problem to a person begin to be solved
at the very root. For long years other methods have been used in
trying to alter the behavior that has been damaging to the self and
others. Some of these methods are threats, punishments, lcaures,
prohibitions, orderings and forbiddings, admonitions, exhortations,
pledges and vows, inducing shame and humiliation, personal appeals
on the basis of love and loyalty, and the giving of advice. These
methods have not proved too successful. The method referred to
as "counseling" seems to be more effective at bringing about a
change of viewpoint, a change of attitude, not merely at surface
levels, but at deeper levels, and where a genuine change in attitudes
and feelings has been brought about, a change in external and surface behavior seems to proceed from it in a spontaneous manner.
Counseling is not "advising" someone how to solve his difficulty.
In fact, it is a label for a process that is almost at the opposite pole
of advice giving. Overstreet puts it this way:
If the advice is not "good," in the sense that it is itself the produa
of constricted insight and hasty conclusion, the person who follows
it both experiences failure and at the same time is provided with
an explanation of that failure that lies outside himself: after all,
failure
the
is not his own, but primarily that of the advice-giver.
However, even if the advice is "good," in the sense that it takes
account of the major relevant facts of a situation, it still asks that
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X behave in terms of what Y sees. The following of it aanor be
the sort of spontaneous, independent, insightful expericnca cm
which human nature manues.4
A great many of the pastor's contaas with his people will DOC
be counseling situations. It is well to keep in mind, in reading
counseling literature, that while many relationships call for counseling, not every situation calls for that type of dealing. Oata 1
lists six levels of pastoral care, and only one of these is classified
ns counseling.
1. The level of friendship - rapport producing.
2. The level of comfort-the pastor in the supportive role.
3. The level of confession.
4. The level of teaching- where the thought content, the in•
tellectual content, is the important thing, and the method is
the dialectical .r;nethod of helping people to learn or at times
also the information-giving method.
5. TI1e level of pastoral counseling nod psychotherapy.
6. The level of referral t0 ochers.
In his total work and in his pastoral care of souls the pastor will
at times have to give information, to clarify ethical issues, to teaeh,
to comfort and support, and to make referrals, and perhaps even
tO "offer advice" in the sense of outlining several possibilities, but,
sttialy speaking, we need to distinguish these from what is today
referred to as counseling.
Counseling is a process which endeavors to help people to grow
in the ability to help themselves. The emphasis is on the p.,10,,
and on the emotional conBias that have prevented him from handling a situation himself rather than on the specific problem which
at that particular moment may be vexing the person. .And t,11110,.l
counseling endeavors to keep everything that is sound and valid
from its rich heritage of the past, and combine that with whatever is
valid in the general field of present-day counseling, for a still more
effective S•t1lsorgt1. McNeill concludes his book with the wmds
which we make our own:
To the shining company of c1mllor•1 "'"""''•m whose efforts have
claimed our attention let us accord a reverential salute. May their
successors, equipped with new skills, profit by their insigms, awicl
their mistakes, and surpass their achievements! 0
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol24/iss1/60
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II. THB REsPONSES AND TECHNIQUES AND SKILLS
OP THB COUNSBLING PROCESS '

In counseling, three major factors are of viral importance:
( 1) the counselor, (2) the so-called "permissive atmosphere" in
which he works, and ( 3 ) the skills and techniques, espe9ally the
"responses," which the counselor employs. I shall touch on the
third one first, not because it is the most important; but if we take
this .first, then the subsequent consideration of the personality and
make-up of the counselor will be more meaningful, for we shall
have seen what kind of personality is desirable for this kind of
work. However, if we study only the matter of responses and techniques and skills employed in counseling, then we are definitely not
treating the subject adequately and may leave the erroneous impression that counseling is merely the mechanical use of a certain
kind of response, the mechanistic use of a "bag of uicks." Instead
of being helpful, such "counseling" may prove to be quite damaging.

Becoming Conscio11s of the T1fHJ of Respo,1se Thal Each of Us
Is Now C1momariby M11ki11g
Only good can come of it if a person can become conscious of the
type of response that he is now customarily making. If a person
can catch himself in action and take candid camera shots of himself
in his everyday work, he can later examine the shots he has taken.
In that way he can also learn to label the type of response that
seems to come most natural to him and the kind that he automatically resorts to in most situations. Thus he can evaluate whether
it is a type of response that tends to be useful in counseling and in
pastoral work or whether it is possibly hindering him in the work
that he wants to do as pastor. Several techniques have been devised
which enable individuals and small groups to study their own
counseling methods - on the basis of phonographically recorded
expressions by counselees and counselors.'
uaming to Label Vario11s TYPES of Co,mselor Respomu
Some who have made a close study of phonographically recorded
counselor and counselee responses think that practically all counselor responses fall into one of five different types. This is the viewpoint of Porter in his lntrodttction 10 Ther11peutic CotmSeling. He
holds that there '!re five fundamentally diiferent counselor attitudes
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and responses, that consciously or unconsciously each coumeb
holds some given attitude toward counselces, and that the type of
response employed merely implements that lwic underlying attitude and feeling.
1. Probing.-This is a response which indicares that the counselor's intent is to seek further information, to dig for something
that the comist1lor thinks is important, to push in a certain clliection, to provoke further discussion along lines which the counselor thinks should be explored, rather than allowing the counsclee
to choose the area of discussion. He has in some way, either rather
openly or rather subtly, indicated and implied th:it the counselee,
or client, ought or might profitably develop or further discuss a
point thought by the counselor to be significant.
2. I111arprt1ti11e. -This is a type of response which indiaa dw
the counselor sees through and understands the p:irishioner and bis
behavior or problem. "I'll explain to you why it is that you me
doing this." "Now I'll tell you wh:it this me:ins." This may be
done crudely or subtly.
3. E11alt1111i110. -This is a type of response which indicares that
the counselor has in his own mind made a j11tlg,mml of relative
goodness, appropriateness, effectiveness, wisdom, or rightneSS. It is
a value judgment. It may be a moralistic evaluation, a psychological or psychiatric evaluation, or an evaluation of still another kind.
It may be either positive or negative. The response conveys tbe
counselor's approval or disapproval. There are countless devica
and techniques by which this attitude is implemented: some of
them quite co:irse, others very subtle, many of the subtle ooes malcing use of moral coercion.
4. Stt,pporli11t1. -This is a type of response which indicaa that
the counselor's intent is to reassure, to temper and ease the way the
client feels about something, to reduce the client's intensity of feeling, to bolster him up. In one way or another the counselor bas
indicated that the client really need not feel as he does.
5. UmJns111111ling. -With this type of response the counselor
is endeavoring to swnmari2e how the counselcc, or client, feels
about a matter, how it "mikes" the client, how it loob from me
client's "corner" or frame of reference; and the undersamding ~
sponse is worded in such a way as in eifect to inquire whether the
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol24/iss1/60
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counselor has accurately caught both the thought content and the
feeling which the counselee is expressing. He says in effect: "Is this
what you are saying?" "Is this how it strikes you?" "This is the
way you feel about it, isn't it?"

Th• Non-Jir•ctw• or Clumt-cml•r•d, .1J.ppro11clJ 10 Co,ms•ling
There are different schools of thought in counseling. They can
be divided into three groups: the directive, the nondirective,
and the eclectic. This particular paper dwells especially on the
nondirective type of counseling, because it seems to be remarkably
of viewpoint and in the reorganization of
successful in the
the personality and because the nature of its approach is possibly
foreign to most of us. This is no doubt true of ministers of all
denominations, but seems to be even more true of ministers of the
Lutheran Church. We preach with the authority of God's Word.
We can say: "Thus saith the Lord." This attitude can, however, also
give us quite an authoriwian bent in all our work, and thus we
would quite naturally also be directive in our pastoral counseling.
Furthermore, our office requires us to speak a great deal. Directive
counseling comes most natural to us, and possibly is the kind that
has been most frequently employed by ministers. The nondircctive
method of counseling, on the other hand, demands the utmost
r•strllinl in speaking and requires careful listening. None of us
will ever fully and entirely become nondirective in his counseling,
even if our calling would permit it, the calling of ministers of the
Gospel, communicators of the good, 1J•ws "of the grace of God in
Christ Jesus," things · which "eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
neither have entered into the heart of man" (1 Cor.2:9). Nevertheless the non-directive counseling may frequently help us in
maintaining the proper distinction between Law and Gospel. We
may have sensed that there was a bear in the woods somewhere,
but probably took a shot long before we spotted the bear. A thorough acquaintance and assimilation of the nondirective method will
go a long way in correcting such hastiness and in making our pastoral counseling much more helpful and effective•
.All schools of thought on counseling, and
nonespecially the
school, attach more importance to sensing and catching
the feeling content of a counselee's comments. Our training and
background is such that we rather readily catch the idea content,
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the thought content, the intellectual content. And for various 1evell
or strata of pastoral relationships, this is the important thing, espe-

cially on what Oates calls "the teaching level." But for good CODD•
seling it seems to be of even greater importance that we atch the
feeling content of what the counselee is conveying. ''The counseling
process focuses attention on the parishioner's situation, and his
feelings about it. The process proceeds through real understanding
on the pastor's part of how the parishioner feels about the situation." 8 ''This newer therapy places greater stress upon the emotional elements, the feeling aspects of the situation, than upon the
intellectual aspects." 0 Ever since the findings of Freud it has become increasingly evident that most maladjustments a.re not failures
in knowing, but that it is in the realm of the feelings and emotioos
that most maladjustments have their roots. People seem to be
helped most when they can give free expression to their feelings
relating to a problem. To aid people to do so the counselor needs
to catch not so much the intellectual content of what a person is
saying, but the feeling which underlies it. This does not mean dw
the idea content is entirely unimportant. But this feeliog is the
car, as it were, on which the thought content is hitch-hiking. Pollow the car, and you'll get there.
Nondirective counselors think that it is not the probing, or the
interpretive, or the evaluative, or the supportive response, but the
11ntler11antli1ig response that is best suited to help people express
their feelings relating to a problem. Careful listening plays an
important pan in making such an understanding response. 'Ibe
counselor listens attentively (that does not mean tensely, however)
and endeavors to place himself in the client's frame of refei:eoce,
in the counselee's "corner," to catch how the counsclee feels about
a matter, how he sees it, how he sizes it up. In the undersranding
response he then reflects the feeling and thought which he has
caught, he rewords it, uies to phrase it in such a way that the
parishioner says, in effect: "Yes, that's it! This is the way I sec it.
That's what ·I mean to say." Phonographic recordings seem to indicate that if this is consistently and accurately done, it aids the
counselee to go on to express himself still further to speak about
his attitudes further, to verbalize what he has never before pat
into words, to explore further branches of his problem. .And as be

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol24/iss1/60
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does so, he himself gradually gets to see things differently and gets
to feel differently about things, not only because he is "getting
things off his chest," but also because he thus begins to see a different relationship of cause and effect in the things he is talking

about.
Porter points out that when one more closely examines counselor responses which endeavor to be understanding responses, one
will be apt to find that among them there are some that are ( 1) 100
con1m11, largely a simple repetition of the exaa wo,tls used by the
counselee; or (2) the response may be loo sh11llow: the client has
just expressed a very intense feeling, but the counselor has failed
to respond similarly, so that the client says or feels in effect, "He
didn't understand me"; or ( 3 ) , on the other hand, the client has
not yet come to the point of freely expressing his intense feelings,
has expressed comparatively shallow feelings, but the counselor
goes beyond what the client has so far been able to express, adds
meaning or interpretation, goes too fast, expresses t00 deep a feeling, as a result of which he may easily "lose" the counselee. And
then there is the understanding response, which ( 4) accttrateZ,,
reflects feeling tone and thought content just expressed by the
client. This response seems to be the one that is most apt to help
the client to go on and further express how he feels about a situation. This response seems to be the chief skill and tech11itJ1te fa,

the,11pe111ic co,mscling.10
The counselor may expect the counselee to express three kinds
of feeling: (1) negative, (2) positive, and (3) ambivalent, including all degrees of intensity of any or all three of these. They will
show how the counselee evaluates himself and how he feels toward
any one of the many "people in his life." In the so-called "permissive aanosphere" of the counseling situation the counselee gets to
feel free to put into words even the intensest negative feelings
which he may never before have ventured to put into words, which
stayed locked up in his bosom, and there, untold and unfaced,
became the cause of untold misery and distress. "The literature in
psychology seems to be consistent in observing that denial or
repression of feeling is more likely to do harm to the personality
than is expression and acceptance of the feeling." 11 Skill in the use
of the understanding response can make a pastor's contaa with such
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situations fruitful and therapeutic. They can become oppormnides
for growth and spiritual development. In them God can be ar
work to bring good out of evil. Through effective pasmral CXIUDseling God can be operative in making "all things work togedler
for good to them that love God."
The long-range goal in /J11Slor11l counseling will in some mpeccs
be the same as in secular counseling, but in one fnocfarnenr.al rapea
it will also be diiferent. The goal of all counseling is more concerned with bringing about a change in the person than with mlving a present problem. Counseling aims co aid the counselee to
verbalize the negative, ambivalent, and positive feelings "gummed
up" in him, thus helping him to achieve insight into his penis=t
habits of thought, of emotional response, and of behavior. It aims
to help him untangle and become conscio,a of his conBicting fed.
ings, e. g., of his love and hate for the same person, so that, conscious of what before had been lurking in the hinterland, he may
find a way of handling the siruation. In this process, cbanga
rake place in the person. There is a reorganizing aocJ a reoriemation of self. Secular counseling may be entirely satisfied to have
such reorganizing take place on a purely naturalistic, secularistic,
this-worldly basis. Parting company at this point, p1111or.J counseling will endeavor to place such change and alteration on a Godcentered and Christian basis.
Pastoral counseling can use many of the same "t00ls" and skills
used by secular counselors, especially also the "underswidingN response, which will help keep the conversation going. In addition,
the pastor has the use of the "tool" of "the Word of the Lmd,
which is alive and powerful" (Heb.4:12), both Law and Gospel
In the course of the counseling the counselee may himself reaJl
and put into words a pertinent truth from the Law area, may all of
a sudden, as he speaks, achieve insight into what a given attirude
or action really is. The counselor need not add co it. In another
case, however, the counselor should quietly project inco the picture
a given truth as the counselee is wrestling with his problem. During the counseling period the counselee with a Cl:lristian background may recall portions of the divine Law or of the very Gospel
truth that applies to his condition. In that case the couoselor an
work along with the counselee without actually adding that truth.

now
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In another case, however, the counselor may need to add a Gospel
verse or truth, just at the right spot, the very truth that best fits
bis client's condition. A subsequent interview will often reveal how
something hitherto lacking has in the meantime become an assimilated or partly assirnilared part of the tOtal attitudinal make-up of
the counselee. Thus will pastoral counseling differ from secular
counseling. On this account also it will perhaps never be entirely
non-directive, for, in the words of Thurneysen in Dia uhr• t1on tl•r
S••lsorg•, "die Seelsorge kann nichts anders mehr heiszen und sein
als der Dienst der Ausrichtung dieses freisprechenden goaedigen
Wortes an den Einzelnen" (p. 73); or as Bergsten says in bis PtlSlor.J Psycholog1: ''1ne Christian care of souls must become conscious of itself as an essential ministry, having its own peculiar
responsibility and opportunity."

Ill. THE So-CALLED "PERMISSIVE" ATMOSPHERE
In good counseling (1) the undemanding counselor (2) aeateS
and works in a "permissive" atmosphere, and ( 3) makes use of the
best counseling techniques at man's disposal. What is this "permissive" atmosphere, and where can the pastoral counselor aeate it?
The term "permissive" as used by psychologists has been misunderstood as denoting an atmosphere which permits and condones
virtually everything. This is not the case. The term is used to
denote a firm but loving attitude toward the counselee. It is best
illustrated in the Savior's attitude toward the woman taken in
adultery, his conversation with publicans and sinners, his firm and
loving dealing with the erroneous views of His disciples, and His
conversation with the woman at Jacob's well. What many psychiatrists and psychologists and counselors refer to as the "permissive"
atmosphere could be labeled the "Jesus atmosphere." The "permissive" atmosphere is the extreme opposite of a condemnatory
aanosphere. Rogers refers to it, under the heading "Basic Aspects
of a Therapeutic Relationship," in the following terms:
There would seem to be at least four definite qualities which
characterize the most helpful counseling atmosphere. We shall
describe these in terms of the situation which the counselor endeavors to create. ( 1) First there is warmth and responsiveness
on the part of the counselor which makes rapport possible. There
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is aa aifectioml bond, however, with delined limia. It apresa
itself in o. genuine
client
interest in the
aad an acccpcuc:e of him
u a peison. . . . (2) The second quality of the coumeling ielationship is ia permissiveness in regard to expmsion of feeling.
By the counselor's o.ccepmnc:e of his statements, by the complele
Jaclc of aay moralistic or judgmento.l attitude, by the undeatandiag
attitude which pervades the counseling interview,
client the
mma
to recognize that all feelings and attitudes may be expressed. No
attitude is too aggressive (hostile), no feeling too guilty or shameful to bring inro the relationship. Hatred for o. father, feelinp of
conBict over sexual urges, remorse over past acts, dislike of coming
for help, antagonism and resentment
the therapist,
roward
all may
be expressed. It offers a place where the client may bring into the
situation, :is rapidly as his inhibitions will allow him, all the for.
bidden impulses and unspoken attitudes which complicate his
life. . . . ( 3) While there is this complete freedom t0 express
feelings, there are definite limilS to action. . • • ( 4) A fourth
char:ieteristic is its complete freedom from any type of prcsswe
or coercion. The skillful counselor refrains from intruding his
own wishes, his own reactions or bi:ises, into the therapeutic situa•
tions. • . . This is the positive ground for personality growth and
development, for conscious choice, for self-directed integration.
It is in this type of soil that growth can take place. . . . The client
atm
responds to the
of freedom from :ill moral approval or
dis:ipproval. He finds that he does not need his customary psychojustify his beha
logical defenses to
He finds neither blame nor
oversymp:ithetic indulgence and praise. The client can, often for
the first time in his life, be genuinely himself ••. he is freed from
necessity
the
of defending himself from attack.12

In the language of the Gospel the permissive aanosphere is
the very opposite of a condemnatory, judgmental, evaluative aanosphere.13 It is somewhat akin to the permissiveness which a child
of God feels in the presence of His gracious, pardoning, and for.
giving Father whom he has learned to know in Christ Jesus. Into
His presence I a sinner can come "just as I am." In His thirty-time
years "in the flesh" Jesus demonstrated by word and deed the "per·
of the Father, for in Jesus man beheld and knew the
missiveness"
Pather.H Things cannot prosper in the innermost soul of a penaa
who "covers his sins." But in the presence of God, revealed in
Jesus, a person need not "cover his sins," but can "come clean" with
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol24/iss1/60
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his sins, pour out before such a Gospel God the vilest and the worst.
He need not resort to those countless 1111!Cbanisms and devices with
which man is so accustomed to defend himself, those mechanisms
and devices of which not only psychology but also Scripture speaks
when it
the heart as "deceitful and desperately wicked." 11
describes
In the Jesus atmosphere we find release from that dreadful "silence"
in which "my bones waxed old through my roaring all the day
long." 10 Then the meta11oia takes place as the sinner confesses his
sin and his faith:
Just as I am, poor, wretched, blind,
Sight, riches, htt11ling of the mintl,
Yea, all I need, in Thee t0 find,
0 Lamb of God, I come, I come.
Luther describes the permissive relationship with God as one's feeling toward some familiar friend. He says:
A man ought in this matter to be altogether frank, and to speak
of himself within himself just as he feels himself moved to speak.
just as he could wish to speak if there were no punishment, no
God, no commandment, and just as he would speak in the ear
of some familiar friend, to whom he would not be ashamed to
reveal everything about himself. As he could wish to speak quite
freely to such a one about his faults, so let him speak to God.11

In the permissive type of counseling an honest attempt is made
to avoid two pitfalls of ( 1 ) resorting to the condemnatory, judgmental, evaluative approach and (2) giving the impression that
good counseling fosters an indulgent love, a softish, coddling, indulgent, condoning attitude. Those who write carefully about the permissive atmosphere want to avoid both pitfalls. "When the client
begins to believe the unbelievable fact that he is not condemned
for his shortcomings, he will assume that the counselor condones
everything ... the counselor is neither a condemning judge (black
giant) nor a condoning nurse (white giant)." 18 ''Therapy, it cannot be stressed enough, is not merely being nice to a person in
trouble. It is helping that person to gain insight into himself." u
The three approaches catalogued by psychology have their
counterpart- at least in a measure-in theological terminology.
The permissive approach has much in common with the evangelical
approach in theology. The basic difference is that the evangelical
has a dynamic, the Gospel of Christ. The two false approaches,
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rejcaed by psychology, are rejected by theology as incompadblc
with the Christian faith. In the accompanying chart the duce approaches are described in both psychological and theological mminology (sec page 729). It is only natural that the pasmr will
endeavor to create a situation in which he can counsel under du:
conditions. Using the term "counseling situation" in a somebest
what free and loose manner, one could say that the counseling simation may develop for pastors anywhere, although onlinarily du:
counseling situation takes place by appointment in a so-callcd "con•
trolled situation." 20 However, a true counseling situation need not
be by appointment in the pastor's office. In fact, many a lost sheep,
in dire need of counseling, will not come to the pasror's office.
Their very "losmess" consists in this, that they would never on meir
own get back into the fold. It .requires the outgoing love of an
assistant of the Good Shepherd, someone with enough love tO "risk"
a move or a whole series of moves, to go out and seek the sbeep.21
Yes, this kind of warmth and love, plus the counseling skills, is
needed to disentangle the sheep from the briars of his own thoughts
and emotions which are keeping him "insidely" tied and prevent•
ing him from making the move back himself.2!! Such counseling
situations may develop anywhere. And there is where the counselor
will endeavor to create the permissive atmosphere. Of course,
wherever possible, we will meet by appointment, in which time,
privacy and quiemess can be assured.
Perhaps most pastors make out a daily list of pastoral calls. But
in doing this we dare not be blind to the unscheduled cootaers
which the Lord Himself is creating and which may be the mOSt
fruitful ones of all. Oates speaks of "the market place of ministry'' in
referring to the unscheduled, unlooked-for, and unplanned contacts
of each day.21 Consider how frequently the contacts of Jesus were
just of that kind. We do well to become adept at spotting them.
It may also require that each morning we "gird our loins," pull
ourselves together, tuck in the loose ends of our souls, as it were,
ready ourselves for each day's rich potentialities connected not only
with scheduled appointments and planned calls, but also with unforeseen and unscheduled contacts, so that, thus alerting ourselffl
for the day, we may possess that keen yet relaxed alertness so indispensable for dealing with the souls of men.
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Th• Cou•m!tllo'1, J•J1m111t11I,
P.t1J•-,,,,, Ai'J,rtuth
Thele are many devices
which
this approach is implemented; often by
applying coercions and pressures of Yllious kinds-coarse or subtle, moral or
emotional, attitudinal or verbal, etc.
Through them people are "made to feel"
that a certain din:aion of action ought
to be forthcoming or avoided.

Th, P1rmissit11 AflllrDllth
Loving, yet firm; firmness coupled
with affection. Showing a warmth and
an outgoing love to persons without condoning their wrong views or deeds.

Th•
I11J•l1•111 Ai'/lrOllth
This is the spineless, mndardless,
suuaun:lcssbeapproach. It intends to
"loving" and sympathetic, but bas sold
out on convictions in n:gard to views
and truths and also in n:gard to standards of morals or cthia.

I
o

s;;

thro

Ii
O
S'IS

2
~
z
c;,

IN THE LANGUAGE OP THEOLOGY

Th, uilllistie Aps,ro.eb
Ia standards in n:gard to t1i1ws
(teachings, auths) and in n:gard to
•orllls ( cthia, conduct, ere.) may be
very high, and entin:ly correct, but it
would imi'Os• these on others without
taking into consideration the slow and
gradual growth process by which uuths
and behavior become a genuine and
spontaneous pare of an individual. - le
fails to disdnguish between the i'rtMMel
that is desired and the fl,0&1ss l,y 111hieh
it is healthily brought into exiscence.

Tb, P.t1,1ng1/ie.J Ai'i'r011eb
Irs standards in n:gard to t1i1ws and
mar.ls an be just as high, but it takes
into consideration the t,,oe1ss b1 111bieb
the human being gradually comes into
i11si1bt/•l possession of a truth. When:
curiosity and interest are awakened, it
brings pertinent truths into the pieture,
but does noc press or crowd for immediate acceptance. Por1il1r ;,. ,., s•nit,r
;,. moJo. Makes for convictions and for
spontaneous behavior proceeding genuinely from a change of view and change
of attitude.
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A way of preaching the Gospel which
makes it look as if the God of grace
wen: ac the same time indulgent and
When
standardless.
this approach is followed, it leads finally co license and
Jibcrdnism.
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IV. THB

CoUNSELOR.

HIMSBLP: His

PBRSONALm

AND TllAINING

Hiltner in his P1111or11l Com11iling makes the statement (p.58):
People ue not inclined to open up their deepest feelingt ualm
they feel some kind of confidence in the penon co whom dJey
ue talking. Hence he who would counsel bas t0 pay some attm•
tion to whatever there is in him which tends t0 give people such
confidence, and
also to whatever there is in him which tends co
discourage such confidence.
In an article in the Pastoral Psychology, February, 1951, pp.12,

13, Carroll Wise says:
What we communicate depends on the kind of penon we are ...

on dyn111Dic factors over which deliberate decision has little influence. A first factor which determines the counselor's responses is
his attitude toward persons and their problems. This may range
from complete understanding and accept11nce t0 scom and rejection. • . . The minister who attempts any counseling should
derstand that
bis communications to other people will be determined by feelings in himself of which be may or may not be
aware.
All this points t0 the importance of the attitudes and make-up
and, in that sense, to the personality of the counselor. Techniques
and skills are comparatively meaningless; in fna, they may just be
a "bag of uicks" and may even be used damagingly unless the counselor is or becomes the kind of person that will make a good pastoral counselor. In the next section we shall list tl1sir11bl11111tl;,,,,.

f,orla11t characteristics of the co,mselor.
1. P1rmi.ssi111n1ss. - Having seen how important the permisme
atmosphere is for therapeutic counseling, we quite naturally list
f,1m1i.ssi11m1m of the pastoral counselor as one of his most important characreristics. With it he establishes "rapport," loving the
sinner while not condoning the sin. It is like the sunshine which
shines with the same warmth on an apple, a rose, or a pile of
manure. Such outgoing love is not at all determined by what it
"lands on" or how it is received. It is not the soul-damaging kind
of "love" which merely "loves" people if they arc or think a c:emin
way. That kind of love only causes further distortions and twists
in personalities, hidden away under surface ex>mpliance. 1be Ollt•
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going love and warmth required of a pastor is described by Luther
u follows:
Although the Christian is thus free £mmwmks,
all
he ought in this
liberty to empty himself. • . . He ought to think: ''Though I am an
unwonhy and condemned man, my God bu given me in Cuist all
the riches of righteousness and salvation without any merit oo
my pan, out of pure, free mercy•••. I will therefore give myself
as a Christ to my neighbor. • • • Lo, thus from faith flow forth
love and joy in the Lord, and from love a joyful, willing, and free
mind that serves one's neighbor willingly and takes no account of
gratitude or ingratitude, of praise or blame, of gain or loss. Por
a man does not serve that he may put men under obligation, he
does not distinguish between friends and enemies, nor does be
anticipate their thankfulness or unthankfulness, but most freely
and most willingly be spends himself and all that he has, whether
he waste all oo the thankless or whether he gain a reward.21
2. In the section on the tcehniques and skills of the counseling
process we stressed how important it is for good counseling to sense
and catch the feeling tone of a parishioner's comments. It is natural,
then, to enumemte as an important trait of a counselor "a se,uitivi,y
lo the expression of fseli,igs." 2G Unless one is able to develop sensitivity, one's dealings with the delicate movements of the souls of
men is apt to be like opemting on a gnat with a butcher knife or
like walking over a highly polished concert piano with hobnailed

boots.
3. Ob;ectivit,y is essential. Anyone who is very "suggestible"
and too easily "identifies himself with" a parishioner will find that
by taking sides he has maneuvered himself into a position where he
cannot be very helpful to either side. "Counseling proceeds by
understanding and not by agreement or disagreement." 20
4. The greater the .insight a counselor has into his own make-up
the more therapeutic his counseling will be. Before psychiatrists
are given the green light to practice their "t,s,yches illlrei4," they
must themselves undergo intensive psychoanalysis. And they are
advised to undergo supplementary psychoanalysis at future times,
especially in areas where they sense their need for it. "A similar
level of understanding and control is expected of the minister,
but nowhere in· his training is he given sufficient opportunity to
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achleve it." n There are many characteristics which hinder ef&c.
pastoral counseling, such as a hostile reaction whenever negative feelings are expressed against him or the church or religion; or
when the pastor who is quite suggesnble and easily "taken in• by
someone's pathetic story quickly sides with one party and ideod6es
himself with the one side; or, again, when the pastor permi11 die
subtle dominccrers in his congregation to impose on him; or when
he cannot stand the free pouring forth of painful sorrow and grief
but rushes in immediately in a supportive role, comes prematwely
with the comfort of rhe Gospel, and thus seals in the negame feelings which would be much better our of the system and out in die
open; or the pastor who is judgmental and evaluative and pm bis
weight on a given side and must come with praise or blame; or
the pastor who believes that his prestige might suffer unless be is
wiser than the counselee, wins the argument, or in some other way
succeeds to show this "superiority."
Lack of space permits us only to mention four further cbmcterisrics of the good counselor:
5. A sincere interest in and respect for the worth of each individual.
6. Patience coupled with keen alertness ro carry on the bud
work of "creative listening."
7. A thorough acquaintance with all that can be scientifially
determined abour human behavior (psychology).
8. .And, of course, a thorough understanding of the revealed
Word of God.
In his book An 1,,1,od11clion lo Thullflt1Nlic CotmSt1ling Porter
aims to give the counselor insight into his basic attitudes. "It is the
contention of the writer that unless the counselor can and does
ferret out his own attitudes, the counselor operates more bliodly
than be needs." Could the seminary training include something
that would be comparable to the analysis which psychoanalysts need
undergo? Or could an "in-service" program be arranged for the
active pastor?
When one considers the skills and techniques so essential for
a workman who would endeavor to deal helpfully with the delicate
intricacies of the souls of men, and when one considen what is .,
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essential besides the tools, namely, the
attitudes
traits and
and habit
responses that make up a personality usable for therapeutic pastoral
counseling, for the saving of souls and for the reclaiming of personalities, who of us will not say with Moses (Exodus 3 and 4):
"Who am I that I should go?" or, again: "lord, lord, I am not
'eloquent' in the choice of the right words and responses"? Then it'
is good a, know that it is the lord's work that we are doing; that
our lord Himself didn't always succeed; that He who stood by
Moses and Nathan will also be at our side; that while we are
indeed not "sufficient of ourselves . . . our sufficiency is of God"
(2 Cor.3:S,6), who makes us competent to be ministers of the
new teSWDent; and that the additional insights into the workings of
the human soul for which we are indebted to this our century can
also be used by God to make us more competent for our wk. Also
our very failures - and we aren't successful in every counseling
situation-our very failures can humble us so that, turning anew
to God, we may be made the more adequate for that which we
endeavor to do in His name.
Our seminaries have always included courses on "pastoral theology" in the curriculum. These courses aimed to help the students
of each generation to come into possession of the Church's own rich
heritage in the field of pastoral care. "Each age its solemn task
may claim but once," and it is the solemn responsibility of the
Church of this era ( 1 ) to retain and repossess all that is valid and
sound in itS own heritage; ( 2) to enrich itself by adding to this
heritage whatever can be definitely and scientifically determined
to be truly valid about human behavior from the fields of psychology and psychiatry and related sciences; and ( 3) to adopt or adapt
from the field of secular counseling whatever is usable for its
own specific task of pastoral counseling.
That will be no simple task. It would be a mistake, on the one
hand, to be so self-sufficient as simply to ignore these other fields
entirely. It would be an even graver error simply to ignore the
Church's own heritage. There arc principally two ways in which
our seminaries today are endeavoring to meet this challenge,
( 1) in their classroom courses on pastoral theology, pastoral care,
and pastoral counseling, and (2) through so-called "clinical training" courses.
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1. Por the cltusroom eows•s Ill ow stm1Ulllrin, and also for die
further study and development of those who are ahady in die
work, a carefully selected bibliography will prove very helpful.
because there is a veritable Bood of books, some good. some
mediocre, some of little value.
2. The last decade has witnessed a remarkable development of
for the initial and further trainIO-Called "clinict1l lrflining courses"
ing of pastoral counselors. Most of such clinical training counes
are conducted at hospitals or other institutions where there is •
concenuation of human beings who are under more than ordinary
stress. Such clinical training courses either form a part of seminaq
training or can also serve to supplement the training of those who
are already in parish or other work. Courses vary in length and
intensity: one week, six weeks, twelve weeks, four months, oae
year. The idea is that the training be carried on under trained and
elCJ>Crienced chaplain supervisors. Other Protestant churches hne
rather thoroughly developed this method of training counselcxs.11
Just recently there has been considerable progress in the development of this uaining device also in the Lutheran Church.111 It is
my impression that the training of pastors by clinical training bas
been stressed especially for those who plan to enter institurioaal
mission work or the chaplaincy. In my opinion it is an error m
hold that only those or especially those will need this type of
training. The men in the parish ministry need it just as despemu:ly
10
for an effective minisuy.entire
Our
Church could profit from it,
and our entire Church needs to become aware of both the good
that can be absorbed and the pitfalls that need to be avoided in
this new field. A beginning has been made.11
3. The last several years have seen the appearance of several
fflllgnin•s on pastoral care, pastoral counseling, and pastoral psychology. Pas10,t1l Ps1eholog1 has been published monthly since February, 1950 (see note 12). Th• ]ot1mal of Pas1ort1l Car• has been
published quarterly since 1947. There are some excellent articles
in these magazines and some not so excellent. In the main they
are psychologically oriented, and in general one misses what
Thurneysen stresses and develops at length in his Di• Wr• tlOII
tkr S•elsorge, summarized in two quotations: "Seelsorge, ihrem
Inhalte oach, kaon oichts anderes sein als ihrerseits cine Ausrichhttps://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol24/iss1/60
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mng des Wones Gones
Seel-in einer besonderen Gestalt." "Die
kann nichts anders mebr heiszen und sein a1s der Dienst der
Ausrichtung dieses freisprechenden, goaedigen Wones an den
Einzelnen." 12
4. Another way in which past0rs who are already in the field
could further develop themselves for the work is through workshops ntl s11min11,s, arranged for on a larger scale by Distriets of
Synod or by conferences; or, on a smaller scale and in a still more
informal manner, several friends, neighbors, conference brethren,
could work out some kind of dn1•lopmenl t,,og,am among themselves. This could take the place of the former "cases of casuistry.''
It could emphasize how pastors may learn the "process by which"
they would handle those cases rather than aim at the conference
or group formulating a decision on what advice the brother should
hand down. Cases from actual experience could be carefully written
up, not a mere summary in paragraph form, but the actual remarks
of the counselee and the actual response of -the counselor. This
could then be discussed and evaluated. With the help of a wire
or tape recording, members of a small informal group could practice by duplicating actual counseling cases and practice making
responses and then label them. Books could be reviewed. A counselor from some other field of counseling could be invited in, or
a psychiatrist could be invited to give a talk.
5. The pastor will learn most about counseling in his active
ministry. It will prove helpful to the past0r if he always writes
down in detail the exaa responses as they developed. If one does
that in writing, one gets tO deteet the following: "Here I was
crowding, and see what happened- the parishioner switched to
some other subject." Or "in this period significant material came
out and significant insights were achieved. Let me analyze and
label my responses and see why.''

6. We Lutherans might further explore various different ways
of conducting our own t,rwal• tl•1101ions, especially also with the
thought in mind how these might help to give us a better understanding of ourselves, a better understanding of the riches of God's
grace, and so also equip us the better for our work of pastoral
counseling. Our Church might give thought to publishing some
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helps for private devotions, geared to the needs of those in me
ministry of the Word. In Loy11l1y 10 Christ 1111d. Co"""1 oar
Church's Armed Services Commission already publishes such helps,
geared to the needs of those in the Armed Forc:es. The development
and publishing of one or seven! bare outlines, or sadfolclings, or
"orders of service for private devotions," would prove helpful. We
should like to suggest one such scaffolding, and in this case one
which has been borrowed and adapted from the devotional literature of the Catholic Church.:" It will be found to be remarbbly
closely related to suggestions scattered at random among the introduetory paragraphs of the pamphlet "Feeding on the Wmd,"
which our Church's Board for Parish Education has put out in 1951
and 1952. Let us tty it out, and thereupon alter, add, subaacr,
with the hope that we may develop one or several "new setS of
devotional exercises" that will be thoroughly Lutheran and also
have rich potentialities for the private devotional life of pasron in
this age.H
We now close this entire presentation on pastoral counseling
with excerpts from "A Pastor's Prayer" in the new edition of Th,

Lt11her11n Li111rgy":
0 Lord Jesus Christ, Thou Chief Shepherd and Only Head of Thy
Church, help me to minister unro this Bock, to which Thou base
called me as pastor. . • . Help me, 0 Lord, to give myself wholly
to my office by daily meditation - and study of the Scriptures,
that I may be able to make full proof of my minisuy, to feed,
instruct, to build up, to warn, to watch over, and ro guide the
lambs and the sheep of this Bock, which Thou bast pwcbased with
Thy blood. • . . 0 Lord, make me daily more conscious of the
great possibilities (responsibilities) of my high office as TbiDC
ambassador and steward of Thy mysteries, to preach good tidings
unto the meek, to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty
to the captives, and the opening of the prison to them that ue
bound, to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord, and the day of
vengeance of our God, to comfort all that mown, to appoint unto
them that mown in Zion to give unto them beauty for ashes, the
oil of joy for mourning. the garment of praise for the spirit of
heaviness ••• that the Lord might be glorified. Pm Thy name and
for Thy truth's sake hear me, 0 Lord Jesus. Amea.111
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leading
training st:ltions. A statement on purpose and objectives, and a set of
srand11rds, was drawn up. Membcn of this group also attended the 2d ud
3d national conference on clinical training
assisted
and
in drawing up a let
of "Standards for Clinical Pastoral Education." This set of standards
suesscd especially also the importance of rather closely tying up such a
program with the semin:iries so rhar there would be some assurance regarding the
philosophy absorbed under the program.
thought content :ind rhe
Ar the present stare of de,relopment the matter is in a somewhat !aid or
mobile stare, but the matter will no doubt soon take on a more definite shape
- Since about 1946 Chaplain Granger
pastoral
Westberg ba
1uucrure and
on
counseling at Augusrana Lutheran Hospilal,
conducted seminars
(cf. notice on announcement p:ige in r..1b.r•11 Wil11111, DemitChicago
her 27, 1949). Of the 23 Lutheran seminaries in North America nearly all
have courses in pastoral counseling; and several of them oiler
"Statement
aaaal
diniml
the
of Standards of the Ludieran Ad,risnly
training, guided by
on Pastoral Care." More explicit information can be secured fram
Council
Rev. H. P. Wind (Missouri Synod) and Rev. Carl Plack (National Ladiau
Council), who also serve as chairman and secretary, respecrimy, of tbe
Lutheran Advisory Council on Pastoral Care.
At the St. Louis Seminary additional courses are today being oHered.
among which is an orientation coune for dinial uaining in,rol,ring classroom work and field work. And
this last semester
a clinial uaining program
integrated with classroom work in a coune entitled ''Pastoral Care Clinic'"
bu been worked our on an experimental basis by the director of field "WOrk.
Edward Mahnke, and the department of pracrial theology.
30. Hilmer, op. di., p. 1'.
31. In our own circles the I..tJwr. v,;,,,,ss bu carried sneral lipilicut
articles ("A Christian Psycbology," December 12, 19,0, pp. 398, 399;

,,-,1.
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"Js Psychology in Harmony with Chriscianky?" November 28, 1950; and
othen). On a more advanced and a:c:hnical level for pascon we refer co
the arricle by Prof. Oao Sohn, 'The Essendals of Elective Counseling,"
C. T. M., August, 1951, pp. 567-577; furthermore, we call attention co
the excellent book reviews and significant ardcles in the l.tdh•r•• Cb.,W•,
especially the one entitled "Pastoral Counseling" by Chaplain Tubesiag
(in the September-October
November-December,
and
1949, issues);
"A
Look at Pascoral Psychology"September-October,
in the
1948,
issue; and
''The Punaion of a Chaplain in Psychotherapy" in the Jaauarypapen presented ar the
Pebruary, 1953, issue. Among the essays
meetings of the Associated Lutheran Charities there are also some on
munseling which can be borrowed from the files of the usociation. Th• Jo•r11•l of P•slor•l c.,., lint published in 1947 by the Institute of
Pastoral Care, Inc.; now, however, by the Council for Clinical Training,
2 East 103d Sr., New York 29, N. Y. (d. note 29 above).
32. Eduard Thurncysen, Di• ,_.,,,. tlO" tl•r Se•lso,1• (Miiachen, Germany:
Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1948), pp. 43, 73. See review in C. T. Af., Peb., 1953,
p.159f.
1111,od•uio• 10 lb• D•r,o•I U/•, SI. Pr•11ds do S11l•s (Westminster, Md.:
33.
The Newman Press, 1948).-A very usable book is John Baillie, A Di•'1
of Prif/11111 Pr117u (New York: Charles Scribner Sons, 1949), which "compels a deep searching of our inner life," in the presence of the God of
grace and pardoning mercy.
34. The planning of such private devotions will include the following suggestions:
a) Do aor just carelessly drift iaro a private devotioaal period, bur eo•

a

s1:io,ul7 11ntl de/ib11r111ol1 ,p/111:• 1o•rs•l/ into "th• ,p,11s•nt:• of Goi."
(as one would sing the hymn "God Himself Is Present'' in a public
service) .
b) A very brief prayer for God's blessing for a fruitful devotional exercise.
c) "Confinini th• s,piril" to some specific area of mnsiderarion (ac the
workshop we used Ezck. 34 :2, 4, 6, 11, 12, 13, 16, 23).
d) Toss around co and fro in your mind some "mnsiderarions" and
thoughts growing our of rhe above. Thus "meditate," let in some air
and light, for instance, on rhe fa.er that God has "called me" co be one
of those shepherds, pastors. Check again what those pascon are co do
a.ad how the Good Shepherd wants these
bethings to
done. Undershepherds. Jor down some thoughts that occur to 10•.
e) "Affeaions" a.ad resolutions. Express ro God some of the negative,
positive, and ambivalent feelings that are in your heart; e.g.: how hard
you find it ro be a pastor to your people, how inadequate you are for
rhe wk. Call ro mind one or rwo specific negleas, firring in with v. 4.
Humbly acknowledge specific ones co the God of grace and pardoning
mercy. Also call to mind specific instances of helpfulness oa )"Our part.
Thank Him "who must work all good within us."-Ask Him to help
you love the wayward sheep. -- Perhaps a few good resolutions will
spontaneously grow our of this meditation.
f) lnmrporate some of the above refteaions, "affeaions," and resolutions
inro a prayer. close, pause
g) Ar the
for a moment to pluck one or two ftowen for
a boucoaniere, a "nosegay," or small bouquet, and during the day
continue to enjoy iq fragrance.
35. Concordia Publishing House.
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